A Practical Introduction to Literary Theory and Criticism

This short book is designed for students who are just beginning to learn about literary theory and criticism. Using a range of critical approaches, Michael Ryan provides readings of famous texts such as Shakespeare's "King Lear" and Toni Morrison's "The Bluest Eye." The book shows how the same texts can be studied using different approaches.

Busy students will appreciate this book from Jonathan Culler, which covers the history of literary theory in fewer than 1 Start by marking "A Practical Introduction to Literary Theory and Criticism" as Want to Read: Want to Read saving… Want to Read. A uniquely accessible guide to a difficult subject, A Practical Introduction to Literary Theory and Criticism introduces students to the major trends in contemporary literary theory. I liked the idea behind this book. There are very few surveys of literary theory that approach the subject in practical degrees (from very general introductions to specific applications) with an aim towards professional academic usage. However, Prof. Booker's _Introduction to Lit Theory and Criticism_ is a nice beginner text. It gives thorough overviews of major critical movements. This DOES NOT give you actual critical articles. It is an INTRODUCTION ONLY. The major theoretical movements of the 20th century are explained in detail. Overall, a very solid work. Read more. 3 people found this helpful. Helpful. Comment Report abuse.